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Discover for yourself the magic of Strength Training Anatomy, one of the best-selling strength training
books ever published! Get an intricate appear at weight training from the inside out. This up to date
bestseller also includes new information on common weight training injuries and preventive procedures to
assist you exercise safely. Chapters are specialized in each major muscle mass group, with 115 total
exercises for arms, shoulders, chest, back, hip and legs, buttocks, and tummy. Like having an X-ray for
every exercise, the information offers you a multilateral watch of weight training not seen in any other
reference. WEIGHT TRAINING Anatomy, with over 850,000 copies currently sold, brings anatomy alive
with an increase of than 400 full-color illustrations. This detailed artwork showcases the muscle groups
used during each workout and delineates how these muscles interact with surrounding joints and skeletal
structures.
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Comparison of Delavier's books None of the reviews so far have addressed how WEIGHT TRAINING
Anatomy and the Strength Training Anatomy Workout books differ, so you may be wondering which to
buy.Strength Training Anatomy, 3rd Edition, is a reference book--it's got really cool drawings with
guidelines for common techniques in the fitness center. It's no-nonsense and ideal for weight-lifters who
possess a great routine already but want to enhance it, or for the intellectual athlete who would like to
gain a higher knowledge of muscles in movement.The WEIGHT TRAINING Anatomy Workout will teach
beginners how to begin and athletes how to optimize strength because of their sport. It provides many
different routines, the low-down on all of the equipment you will discover at the fitness center, great tips
on optimizing every technique, and much more drawings to help show you to exceptional technique.
Therefore, I intend to keep it by my aspect and will recommend this title to other artists. Vital that you
note, it targets training with weights and resistance bands and eschews exercise equipment. If you want to
work out at home, it's great, if you want to join a gym, you will need Volume II.Strength Training
Anatomy Workout Volume II will show you steps to make the a lot of the gym if you would like some
serious weight training. It switches into breathing techniques while lifting, just how many sets and reps
one should perform, how often to work through, etc. I gained 15 lbs in 6 months after having plateaued
with my prior, self-made routine.Overall, these books are excellent.. extremely beneficial contents. This is
actually the book to get if you would like to get into body building. (All body parts are depicted, in
areas).This book's concept and contents have already been imitated many times, but Delavier's is the
original and the very best. I determined to pick up the brand new 3rd edition (red cover) to update my
library and to compose this review.In a nutshell, WEIGHT TRAINING Anatomy is a reserve of expertly
drawn illustrations of the body (over 600) performing weight training exercises. The primary muscle
groups being worked are shaded in red and obviously labeled.On that note, again, this is not a text-heavy
book even though you do get an explanation and illustration of each exercise, you don't getin-depth
written details on biomechanics and muscle mass actions.The book is split into seven sections: Arms,
Shoulders, Chest, Back, Legs, Buttocks and Abdomen. No space is definitely wasted with introductions -
the book jumps right into hands in the opening web pages.Some individuals might suggest this
publication is only suited for the beginner, but I believe advanced trainees and even fitness professionals
will find this publication valuable as a reference guidebook and could even want to keep it on their shelf
within arms reach. There are also fresh sections on stretching and avoiding common injuries. Awesome
reference.I don't think there's any reader from any demographic or encounter level that won't reap the
benefits of owning this publication.Also, that is an anatomy book, so if looking at body parts and human
anatomy bothers you, you then might want to have a pass. All the major and important barbell and
dumbbell exercises are included. It'll be valued by all ages and by men and women, specifically since both
male and feminine models are used in the illustrations. For newbies, this could be a training instruction
"bible" for learning how exactly to do the exercises correctly and understanding just what muscle tissue
are working. A page is devoted to each exercise, and a small amount of text accompanies each
illustration, explaining proper form and giving additional tips or safety measures.This material is not just
for bodybuilders, but as a bodybuilder myself, I believe there is another potential good thing about this
book that I haven't seen other people mention. Bodybuilders have to develop the ability to visualize
muscle activities and learn how to enhance their mind to muscle mass connection. Studying the drawings
and searching at the muscle groups engaged, the path of the fibers and where they put in and attach is
actually a great tool to help with these mental skills.As for the 3rd edition, generally there is new
materials in this revise, including much more content (it's much longer, with an increase of exercises).
Sidebars show exercise variations, start and surface finish positions and additional details (such as deep
muscle mass anatomy with the precise muscles tendon insertions on the bone).lol Gym Very very very
good the product Gift for the wife She love it! The author is clearly an experienced artist who also offers a



medical-level knowledge of the human body.Potential readers should know before buying, that book will
not contain workout programs - it focuses solely on individual exercise instruction and exercise anatomy.
It doesn't detract from the value in my opinion, it in fact helps keeps this volume concise and centered on
one thing: weight training exercises and anatomy. The bones, muscle mass fibers and muscular
accessories are also beautifully illustrated. You're mainly getting workout instruction and muscle mass
anatomy lessons. Furthermore, you'll learn a variety of wire exercises and a handful of common and
useful machine exercises. Great way to learn muscle anatomy and exercise form at the same time I owned
the first edition of Strength Training Anatomy (blue cover) for nearly 15 years and I am recommending
this reserve to my customers for that long aswell. Love it! Real and healthy gains This right here, this
book the following is the best book to workout in the whole wide world, before I joined the military 5
years back I had this book and I unfortunately lost while in the process of moving since then, I've been
trying to get one back as yet , I finally got it and I swear may be the best , I have this book In my own
truck all the time, this is essential for me when I visit the gym it helps me out so much , not even scared
for everybody in the fitness center to see me reading a book while working out, it lets you know exactly
how exactly to do the exercises, how not to do them, what muscles it works , like the whole entired
breakdown. If you want to work out this is actually the book that you need no matter if you certainly are a
beginner or a expert This is an excellent book for everyone to have Loads of info. Delavier and Gundill
translate their intensive anatomy and weight-lifting knowledge into language anyone can understand and
details is succinct so reading's a enjoyment.Do's and do not of for every excersie . .. just but it you will not
regret it. lots of illustration to assist you understand the muscles you are targeting and ROM when
carrying out excersie...This is a great book for everyone to have, especially if your are a beginner @
weightlifting. Love it This is an excellent book filled with information. Good book. The descriptions of the
exercises, description of correct type, diagrams of internal anatomy and muscles, sections on factors to
watch out for and how never to get injured, and even explanations of how different body morphologies
influence performance and/or appropriate execution of a fitness; every bit of this book is just fantastically
useful and insightful! very beneficial contents.If you have a body and want to use the human brain to
make it better, _GET_ _THIS_ _BOOK_!! Very beneficial. After reading this reserve, I would consider this
AT LEAST as essential of a piece of gym equipment as dumbbells and athletic shoes. Do they function?In
summary, this reserve deserves its 5-star ratings, and its sales and longevity in the fitness publication
market aren't surprising. Great photos and diagrams. Loved! Great book. Great photos.! it has been a truly
invaluable source on my journey to getting not-a-giant-trundling-nerd-walrus.The length is 192 pages, so
it's not overwhelming - it's very digestible, yet it is also very thorough in terms of the amount of exercises
covered. The book quality is excellent, including the cover, binding, paper, and once again, the
illustrations on every web page are fantastic. and so to I! Instructive Muscular Anatomy A great deal of
might work involves illustrations depended about accurate muscular anatomy. This fine exercise training
instruction has some of the most insightful and useful anatomical renderings I've ever come across, and
I've a library of anatomy books. Delavier and Gundill possess lots of drawings, pre-planned routines
including those to product other sports, and succinct information to have the most out of every technique.
The guide's illustrations are artfully drawn by author and trainer Frederic Delavier, to which I tip my hat.
Fantastic Reference For Nerds Gettin' Swole I cannot speak highly enough of this book; It has helped me
understand the muscle mass makeup of your body allowing me to focus more and obtain those gains..The
publisher, Human Kinetics consistently puts out some great titles, which is among the best of them.
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